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From the Dean
By Stowe Shoemaker, Ph.D.

O

f the countless hospitality
programs around the world,
why does the Harrah College
of Hospitality consistently
rank at the top? I believe the college’s excellence stems from our ability to leverage our
strengths with those of our partners to do
great things. It’s that simple.
This approach has certainly been in
play as we’ve navigated the difficulties of
the past two years. We’ve worked with our
friends in industry and academia to bolster
our internship and mentorship programs,
research, and interdisciplinary projects, all
with the intent of expanding the knowledge
base of the hospitality discipline and
building a pipeline of much-needed talent
for the industry.

In the pages that follow,
the hospitality companies
you’ll find example after
in Las Vegas. We provide the
example of these partnerships
smart and well-prepared
at work: our catering team’s
student talent; they provide
unprecedented collaboration
opportunities for students
with UNLV Athletics; a
to work and intern in
new wine and music
the industry. Our ongoing
Dean Stowe Shoemaker, Ph.D.
course that combines the
internship
collaboration
expertise of the Hospitality College with the
with Resorts World Las Vegas (pg. 24),
expertise of the UNLV Music Department;
which benefits 20+ UNLV students each
researchers from our college and around
semester, is but one example of how
the world coming together to address
collaborations can lead to greatness.
tough industry challenges; and donors,
When the college and our partners share
such as Andrew and Peggy Cherng and the
our time, expertise, and resources, there’s
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, helping
simply no limit to what we can accomplish.
the college bring innovative hospitality
Together, we are stronger and more resilient,
programs into higher ed.
and our students are primed to carry the
Perhaps the college’s most impactful
spirit of partnership forward into their lives
partnership over the years has been with
and careers.
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C O LLE GE N EWS

C OL L EGE NEWS

Virtual Tour Gets
a Facelift
The Hospitality College’s virtual
tour was recently updated to give
browsers a more holistic view of
campus life. New elements include
a walking tour from the dorms on
the south side of campus to the
engineering compound at the north
end of campus. Visitors can also
experience “action zones” — video
add-ons that come to life when
clicking special icons within select
360-degree images. Visit unlv.edu/
hospitality#virtualtour

A Retail Space Like No Other

Though Hospitality’s Hall golf shop has been a campus favorite since its 2018 opening, the Las Vegas
community at large may yet to have discovered this unique sports boutique. Managed by the college’s PGA
Golf Management students, the golf store offers high-end UNLV branded golf apparel, hats, bags, and
more. In addition, visitors can have their golf clubs adjusted in the club design and repair lab, or schedule
swing lessons in the simulation room programmed with 80+ virtual golf courses. It’s worth a visit!

Retired but
Never Forgotten
The college said farewell to several
faculty members who retired this
past year.
Professors Carl Braunlich, Grace
Chatfield , Michael Dalbor, Sarah
Tanford, and Bob Woods hung up
their lectures and moved on to new
adventures.

Peer Mentors Share the
Spirit of Hospitality

Each year the college hires a dedicated group of peer mentors
to help first-year Hospitality students navigate their transition
into UNLV. Peer mentors are assigned as part of the college’s
“Freshman Experience” course. Our recent batch of six peer
mentors—all juniors and seniors—spent the past year providing
their assigned mentees with emotional support, access to
campus resources, and opportunities to engage with the
UNLV community.

The college thanks these fine
educators for their years of
instruction, inspiration, and
commitment to changing the lives
of students. Your many students
also thank you!

Hospitality Hall is RebelFlex Hotspot
After a year of remote learning and classroom disruptions, flexibility has become a necessity for both professors
and students. UNLV recently converted 50 campus classrooms into RebelFlex — a format that allows instructors
to provide students with a full-range, interactive learning experience, whether students are in class or remote.
Hospitality Hall is home to six fully equipped RebelFlex classrooms, with built-in microphones, video and document
cameras, and touch panels.

New Assistant Dean Bridges the Campus and Industry
The college recently named Margaret Hausbeck assistant dean of external
relations. With a background in alumni engagement, career services, and
development, Hausbeck brings a wealth of community outreach and
partnership-building experience to the assistant dean position. She is
tasked with providing strategic oversight of stakeholder relationships, to
include donors, alumni, and industry associates.
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UNIQUE C OURSES

Women Leadership
in Hospitality

Too Cool
for School
New hospitality courses
provide students with
creative learning options
and skills that will
drive progress in a
changing industry.
by Caitlyn Lopez

The Aesthetics of Music & Wine

Instructors: Dr. Murray Mackenzie & Dr. Timothy Jones
Restaurants and bars are always looking for ways
to stay on the cutting edge of the industry to keep
customers coming back for more.
This interdisciplinary course uses the backdrop of
Las Vegas – a global hub of dining and entertainment
– to explore the relationship between music and wine
in creating an enhanced, more satisfying customer
experience. Given the city’s vibrant event scene,
opportunities to apply this very specialized expertise
are endless.
Students will master the art of
music
and wine pairing by exploring
opportunities
questions like: why a good Pinot
to apply this
Noir might become more vibrant
while listening to Mozart’s “Eine
very specialized
Kleine Nachtmusik;” why an oaked
expertise are
Chardonnay dances on the palette
endless.
to Ella Fitzgerald’s “St. Louis Blues:”
and how a big California Cabernet
Sauvignon is boldly complemented
by Jimi Hendrix’s “All Along the Watchtower.”
The course will develop crucial event management
skills in music selection, wine analysis, lighting,
atmosphere, and ambience.

8
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Instructor: Dr. Lisa Cain

Multi-unit Restaurant Management

Instructor: Dr. Joseph Lema
Course Scope: Learn about the evolution of the fast-casual segment
in the food and beverage industry. Topics of discussion include digital
technologies, design, sustainability, franchising agreements, branding,
and more.
Course Goals: Gain exposure to the fastest growing segment in the
restaurant industry while learning the leadership skills necessary to
manage a multi-unit operation.
Skills developed:
• Data analytics
• Strategy development
• Product development
• Multi-unit leadership
• Entrepreneurship
• Financial acumen

Course Scope: Analyze and creatively solve
fundamental challenges faced by women in
the hospitality industry. The course reveals the
importance of having diverse leadership teams
and prepares future leaders to be mindful of
nurturing a culture of inclusion.
Course Goals: Expand students’ business and
leadership skills while learning how to mitigate
unconscious bias and other obstacles in
the workplace.
Skills developed:
• Critical thinking
• Networking
• Brand building
• Inclusion

Experience Design
Events Capstone
Sustainable Restaurant Studies

Instructor: Dr. Christine Bergman
Course Scope: Explore food sourcing, energy and water usage, waste
management, green-certifications, and social responsibility in regard
to operating a restaurant sustainably. Students will use course content
and new skills to address real-life issues in a final project.
Course Goals: Delve into the economic, environmental, and social
aspects of sustainability to help students make informed decisions in
their lives and careers.
Skills developed:
• Renewable/nonrenewable
• Certification marketing
energy sources
• Sustainable purchasing
• Energy & water efficiency
& operating practices
• Water and carbon footprints
• Social responsibility

Instructor: Dr. Finley Cotrone
Course Scope: Turn classroom theory into
practical skills in this cross-disciplinary
experience design course. Working with a local
theatrical director, students will be responsible
for the research, design, marketing, and
coordination of four dinner theater productions.
Course Goals: Help students perfect their event
management skills while mastering the basics of
experience design.
Skills developed:
• Creative experience design
• Project management
• Problem solving
• Leadership

2022
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“...we have the chance
to [learn] with the
support of the entire
Las Vegas Strip.”

F RO NT OF HOU SE

Following Their Passion
Events. Resorts. Casinos. Restaurants. Our students are pursuing
what they love in an environment dedicated to their success.

“
Charret Ho

Jaslin Estavillo

Why Food and Beverage?

Why Gaming Management?
“I had the opportunity to attend the G2E convention when I was a freshman and came across the biggest
names in gaming … Scientific Games, IGT, Konami, and Aristocrat. These booths were unparalleled to anything
I had ever seen, and this experience opened my eyes to the plethora of possibilities the gaming sector has to
offer.”

Why UNLV?
“Some of the biggest gaming companies have headquarters located not too far from the college. These
companies are always willing to provide advice and mentor UNLV students. Overall, the great connections,
experiences, and knowledge directly from industry professionals make the college one of a kind.”

Gaby Turiel
“The pure joy a guest feels when they are surrounded by their loved ones creating unforgettable memories.
That is what it’s all about for me – welcoming guests to an environment that is 110% committed to creating
experiences of a lifetime in a resort of a lifetime.”

Why UNLV?
“Not only are we provided with the opportunity to learn in a program truly invested in preparing students
for success, we have the chance to do so with the support of the entire Las Vegas Strip. We are talking about
globally known names and industry leaders who want to meet us, aid in the education and development
process, and hire us to be a part of their teams.”
Pictured L-R: Jaslin Estavillo; Gaby Turiel;
Taylor Bauman; Charret Ho

2022

Why UNLV?
“I believe the UNLV Hospitality College not only
offers essential studies, but it also attracts a lot of
students who are foodies and restaurant enthusiasts.
Therefore, you can learn from — and excel with — your
talented peers at school.”

Taylor Bauman

Why Hotel Management?

10

“It’s exhilarating and rewarding to see how guests are
enjoying the food you made, and we hang on to these
emotions to motivate us to wow our guests again
and again.”

Why Events Management?
“There are so many different categories of “events,”
which allows you to find your wheelhouse and feel
passionate about what you do. Events become
milestones and beautiful memories in people's
lives, and you get to be part of that indirectly. It’s an
incredible feeling!”

Why UNLV?
“The Hospitality College is the best place to learn
about Events Management because the program
has so much potential for networking with industry
professionals. A great resource is our Bob Boughner
Career Center, which brings work, internship, and
mentorship opportunities to students.”

FOL LOWING THEIR PASSION

SE C T IO N HEA DER

C OMING HOME
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Back to campus
means hospitality
students are
getting back
to what they
do best

Neon lights flickered among booths and trees.
Carnival rides zoomed and twirled, filling
the air with laughter and squeals of delight.
A celebratory parade featuring embellished
golf carts and UNLV’s marching band added
to the festive environment as it made its
way past crowds of Rebels.
More than 5,000 UNLV students reveled together at the Fall 2021
Rebel Homecoming Festival, the campus’ first big face-to-face
gathering since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. It was a
time for students and alumni to not only celebrate their collective
Rebel pride but also a return to near normalcy.
Homecoming brought a new meaning to coming home.
“The event was surreal,” says hospitality senior Cheyne Sauceda.
“My favorite part was just seeing people’s faces. It was so exciting
and heartwarming to finally bring everyone together.”
Sauceda was one of 24 students charged with planning the
Hospitality College’s booth at the homecoming festival. With
the help of event sponsors, students decorated the space with
a photo booth, roulette wheel, rainbow slinkies, and a neon sign
nodding to the psychedelic Life Is Beautiful festival.
Each semester, event instructor Ian Seidenberg guides teams of
hospitality seniors through the event-planning process as part of
their final culminating experience class. Rebels are required to
plan, prepare, and execute an event from start to finish, bridging
both theoretical and practical application of their industry
knowledge and skills.

2022
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C O MING HOME

C OMING HOME

“Some hybrid event components
are here to stay, but nothing
replaces live interaction.”
- Ian Seidenberg, Meetings and Events instructor

nature to want to socialize and share experiences.
“Some hybrid event components are here to stay, but nothing replaces live interaction,”
Seidenberg says. “We now have to consider how to make things accessible while
accommodating everyone in a space where they feel safe. That’s the challenge.”
As part of an industry that has always been shaped by global events and trends, the
Hospitality College is uniquely positioned to address changes in customer expectations
through its research and coursework. As Sauceda notes, challenging students to find
solutions to industry problems has long been the program’s foundation.
“Our professors constantly remind us to prepare for anything that possibly can go
wrong, and the pandemic has been the most extreme version of that,” she says. “We
have to be significantly more adaptable than we ever thought, but that’s what will make
us the best in the industry and in our careers.”
That kind of adaptability will be key as the hospitality industry navigates a postpandemic world. And while a lot of uncertainty lies ahead, there’s one thing the industry
can count on: Whatever the challenge, Hospitality Rebels will be ready to respond.

“I treat my [students] as if they are my
colleagues out in the real world,” Seidenberg
says. “We tackled homecoming like it was a
professional event, and we planned everything
as a team.”
The college encourages students to be thought
leaders as they reimagine how the event
industry will operate in a post-COVID world.
This includes asking important questions, such
as “How can people safely come together?”
and “How can we best serve customers in this
environment?”
A part-time teacher and working professional, Seidenberg
understands the event industry is changing, noting that clients
have new expectations regarding attention to detail, cleanliness,
and safety. He also acknowledges that while virtual events proved
to be a safe alternative throughout the pandemic, it’s human

14
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AHEAD OF THE GAME

AHEAD
of the

GAME

The Hospitality College’s Sands Center for Professional
Development helps professionals polish their management
skills without skipping a beat in their careers
by Angela Ramsey

I

n an industry of constant renewal,
more and more hospitality professionals are seeking opportunities to
sharpen their skills and work in an
environment that makes career advancement a priority.
Enter The Harrah College of Hospitality
and its executive education arm, the Sands
Center for Professional Development.
By leveraging elements of the college’s
top-ranked academic program, the Sands
Center provides a certificate-based model
not often seen in the professional
development space — a model that recognizes
no two clients are the same.
“Every company has unique needs,” said
Heidi Erpelding-Welch, Director of the Sands
Center. “We work with every organization
to identify any gaps in competencies.
These can be self-identified gaps or those
discovered through a needs assessment. We
then can build a custom program that helps
[eliminate] those gaps.”
With current and persistent labor
shortages plaguing the hospitality sector,
many industry leaders are offering
incentives to attract and retain employees.
These incentives often include advanced
training through professional development
courses like those offered at the Sands
Center.
“Employees want to feel valued and
supported,” Erpelding-Welch said. “If we’re
going to address the staffing challenges
in the hospitality industry, companies are
going to have to invest in their people and
build talent from within.”

Continuing Education. Her experience working with a diverse set of clients made her the
perfect fit for the Sands Center, which serves all customer types—including those that don’t
fit the traditional “hospitality” mold.
Take, for example, ClubCorp.
In late 2021, the Sands Center team put together the first in a series of in-person training
sessions for ClubCorp—the nation’s largest owner and operator of private golf and country
clubs.
The Sands Center worked with the college’s PGA Golf Management program to develop
courses designed to prepare ClubCorp staff for general management roles at their properties,
which operate much like mini resorts (with restaurants, retail shops, spas, and other service
components that fall within the Hospitality College’s wheelhouse).
Attendees received a crash course on important industry concepts such as service
experience management, financial analysis, pricing and revenue management, sales,
and leadership.
“They [the courses] were engaging and instructed to perfection,” said Howard Georges, a
club manager/food and beverage director at ClubCorp who attended training in September
and November 2021. “The takeaways have been priceless, and I am excited to bring this
information back to the club.”

Prepping Future Managers
Erpelding-Welch transitioned to her
new role after a five-year stint with UNLV
The ClubCorp group poses
on the grand staircase in
UNLV’s Hospitality Hall

16
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Flexible Learning for Companies and Individuals
The Sands Center team recognizes that on-campus learning isn’t right for
every company, particularly those with in-house learning and development
departments. In such cases, the Sands Center can build customized training
modules that companies can deliver either online or in-house. The Sands Center
goes further by facilitating live interactive webinars, workshops, speakers, and/or
tours at major Strip properties.
For now, the Sands Center’s offerings are mainly company-specific, but
that’s about to change. Those who desire personal training (independent of
an organization) will soon be able to sign up for non-credit, certificate-based
online courses. The content will be similar to the college’s credited Hospitality
Management courses, except individuals will be able build their skills without
being on a degree path.
To learn more about the Sands Center’s open-enrollment courses, other
learning programs, or to request a needs assessment for your company, visit
unlv.edu/sandscenter.

The Sands Center for Professional Development was established thanks to a $4.5 million gift from
the Las Vegas Sands Corporation. The goal was to create a resource that helps advance the careers of
non-degree-seeking hospitality professionals around the world.

Faculty member Chris Cain leads a session on Leadership

“If we’re going
to address the
staffing challenges
in the hospitality
industry, companies
are going to have
to invest in their
people and build
talent from
within.”
—Heidi Erpelding-Welch

UNLV is known for having the
finest Hospitality program in
the world and generating the
best talent for the industry.
—Joseph Kim, master’s student

TAKE THE
NEXT STEP
Be a part of the UNLV
Hospitality Graduate Programs
ON-CAMPUS MASTER’S DEGREE
• 1-year program
• Applied knowledge & skills
• No work experience or GRE/GMAT required
EXECUTIVE ONLINE MASTER’S DEGREE
• 3+ years management experience required
• Two tracks: Gaming or Hospitality Management
• No GRE/GMAT required
• Gaming Certificate option available
PHD DEGREE
• On campus, 3-year degree
• Research-based with teaching opportunities
• Funding available for full-time students
To learn more about each program or to apply,
visit unlv.edu/hospitality/graduate-programs.
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afeast
fitforan
athlete
UNLV student-athletes are refueling with
healthy food and tailored nutrition, thanks to a
partnership with the Harrah College of Hospitality
BY CAITLYN LOPEZ

JULIO GARCIA, HOSPITALITY COLLEGE
ALUMNUS (‘20) AND RECENT UNLV
REBEL FOOTBALL PLAYER.
(PHOTO BY JOSH HAWKINS)
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120 lbs. of salmon.
60 lbs. of shrimp.
40 lbs. of chicken.
60 lbs. of turkey.
40 lbs. of steak...

I
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A FEAST FIT FOR AN ATHL ETE

t’s a grocery list that could feed a village. But in this case,
it’s a pregame feast for UNLV football players.
Assembling such a hearty spread is a culinary feat
the Hospitality College’s catering team pulls off regularly
under the guidance of executive chef Mark Sandoval and his team
of assistant chefs and student workers.
Through an interdisciplinary partnership with UNLV Athletics,
the Hospitality team serves all Rebel student-athletes — and not
just on game day, but every day. It’s a win/win for student-athletes
(each of whom require specialized nutrition) and hospitality
students looking for hands-on industry experience.
“Our students get a lot of work experience outside of the
classroom—including working on the Strip, at our coffee shop,
and through our event catering program,” Chef Sandoval says.

athlete-only dining hall, with nutrition expertise
from UNLV Athletics’ director of performance
nutrition Nicole Kiley.
Although Kiley had some culinary and foodservice experience, she says the athletics
department needed a team that could navigate
the complexities of operating a major food-

“Being able to feed our athletes is another great way to get that
real-world experience.”
The Hospitality College’s partnership with athletics started
small. As Sandoval became more involved with campus activities,
he noticed that UNLV’s athletic teams were eating at the dining
commons or using outside vendors. So he pitched the college’s
catering option to the men’s basketball team.
“We started with them because the team is a bit smaller and
more manageable, and we wanted to educate ourselves first on
how much they ate and what they liked,” Sandoval explains. “We
did two meals a day, five days a week, for about a year and a half.”
At the same time, UNLV Athletics started focusing on improving
the student-athlete experience by offering holistic support. This
included increasing funding for fueling stations, as well as an

service operation, including assistance with
purchasing and health inspections. Realizing
the UNLV campus was home to a top-ranked
Hospitality College, the athletics department
didn’t have to go far to find the help they needed.
Following the completion of the Fertitta
Football Complex in 2020, UNLV Athletics and
the Hospitality College launched the Rebel
Training Table. The meal program offers studentathletes a buffet-style breakfast four days a week
with a three-pronged goal: fuel the athletes’
performance, build camaraderie, and improve
their overall well-being.
“Collaborating with an on-campus partner

has allowed us to have more input and control,” Kiley says. “Providing a variety of food that meets everyone’s needs
is not easy. I work with the chefs on identifying dietary needs, and they know how to make it look and taste great.”
Sandoval’s team also took ownership of catering the football team’s pregame meals. In true banquet style,
hospitality students dress the tables, polish the silverware, and help cook and serve the food. And did we mention
the quantity of that food?
For a traditional 100-person banquet, Sandoval usually calculates that each person will consume roughly five
ounces of starches, four ounces of vegetables, and six ounces of protein. When it comes to Rebel football players,
though, it can be nearly triple the amount.
“We like to say that feeding 105 of our football players is like feeding 210 average people,” Sandoval says. “Typical
culinary formulas of calculating quantities don’t apply in these situations. The sheer volume of food is mindblowing.”

While the athletes chow down on a quality meal, the
student workers who assist with the entire production
develop invaluable hospitality skills. Students not only learn
event management but also how to run a business, putting
into practice their knowledge of inventory control, revenue
management, customer service, just-in-time service, and
food sanitation.
“Our students are at an advantage when they come into
leadership roles in the industry,” says Sandoval, “because
they understand operations and service — whether it’s an
event for 50 people or 5,000.”

“The sheer
volume of
food is mindblowing.”
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BE YO ND THE CL ASSROOM

A WORL D OF OP P ORTUNITY

“Getting work experience when I was a
UNLV student reinforced that I wanted
to be in this business.”
- Scott Sibella, RWLV President and Hospitality College alumnus

“Getting work experience when I was a UNLV student
reinforced that I wanted to be in this business,” Sibella said.
As part of a 12-week internship session, students undergo
an in-depth selection, interviewing, and training process before
being assigned to a department that aligns with their interests.
They are then rotated through at least two additional departments
for maximum exposure.

The interns hit the ground running … literally!

Interns pose under the welcome message
displayed in the lobby of the new Resots World

The first cohort of students began their internship just weeks
before the property’s June 24, 2021, grand opening.
“I was fortunate enough to be a part of employee training and
pre-opening,” said RWLV summer intern Mallory Bali. “It was an
amazing experience where everyone on property was excited to
learn as we go and create something phenomenal.”
With the third cohort underway and plans for future sessions
in the works, the program has found its stride. To date, each
session has taken in more than 20 interns, consisting of UNLV
undergraduates, recent graduates, and post-graduate students.
Though the majority are Hospitality College students, participants
also represent the Lee Business School and the College of
Urban Affairs.

It is a model community partnership.

A World of
Opportunity
UNLV students are getting
the professional experience
of a lifetime with the help
of a new Strip resort and its
Rebel-led executive team
by Angela Ramsey
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Hotel Operations. Sales and Marketing. Security & Surveillance.
Food and Beverage. Finance. These are some of the departments
UNLV students are exploring as part of a new internship program
at the latest Strip property, Resorts World Las Vegas (RWLV).
Working in collaboration with the UNLV Harrah College
of Hospitality, the 3,506-room resort is offering on-property
internship sessions to UNLV students each semester. The program
aims to sharpen the students’ professional skills in an on-the-job
setting like no other.

The idea came straight from the top.
“You learn a lot in the classroom,” said RWLV President and
Hospitality College alumnus Scott Sibella. “The professors are
great. But it’s so important to get experience at a property.”
The 1988 UNLV grad worked alongside his executive team
– many of whom are fellow Rebels – to develop a program that
stays true to the Hospitality College’s tradition of intensive
hands-on training.

“We’re committed to working with our UNLV partners to
do what’s right for the students,” said Charles Brewer, RWLV
Human Resources Director of Learning and Development. “It’s a
true collaboration.”
Already 11 interns from the first cohort have been placed in fulltime positions at RWLV (with several others working on internship
extensions), the program is a runaway success.
“The students are such a great representation of our
community, our two organizations, and the future of this industry,”
Brewer said. “We’re proud to partner with UNLV on this program
and believe together we’re helping to shape the next generation
of hospitality leaders.”
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On
the
Job

“The hands-on experience I received participating in the
various departments was invaluable. This allowed me to
take a deeper look into the hotel industry and see all the
work behind creating an excellent guest experience.”
- Elaine Chu
The Lexington at Jackson Hole
Jackson, Wyoming
“I learned so much about group sales during my internship,
which was surprising. I had only ever thought about group
sales for a conference or event, but there were a lot of tour
companies that had contracts with the hotel. The tour
dynamic was interesting to see, and I enjoyed assisting
the sales manager with these groups.”
- Jazmine Mcburney
The Lexington at Jackson Hole
Jackson, Wyoming
“My internship led to a job offer! While interning,
I shadowed the concierge department for a day and fell in
love with how passionate everyone was about creating the
perfect guest experience. Now, I get to be part of the team
that showed me what a true heart for service is all about.”

Hospitality students
receive valuable
hands-on experience
despite pandemic
challenges

- Darian Fluker
MGM Resorts International
Las Vegas
“My internship taught me what it takes to be a golf
professional. I got the opportunity to help run tournaments,
a junior golf camp, the golf shop, and so much more. It was
also my first time living away from home, so this experience
had a large impact on my life personally and professionally.”
- Leah Im
Glenwild Golf Club
Park City, Utah
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U N LV OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

Take It From
Our Alumni

Hospitality Rebels Sweep
UNLV Awards Season

From Maryland Parkway
to Flavortown

Fred C. Albrecht Outstanding Alumnus
of the Year Guy Fieri, Food Network icon
and champion of several major charitable
causes, talks about his journey to UNLV
and well beyond.

T
By Matt Jacob

Guy Fieri ‘90
TV Host and Celebrity Chef

2021 Fred C. Albrecht
Outstanding Alumnus of the Year

“Giving back is
how I was raised.”
28
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he world knows Guy Fieri as
the “culinary rock star” — the
spiky-haired celebrity chef,
restaurateur, best-selling author, peddler of barbecue sauces, salsas,
and booze (the latter as a partner with an
actual rock star, Sammy Hagar), and host of
multiple food-centric television shows, notably Food Network’s Diners, Drive-Ins and
Dives.
Rebels know Guy Fieri as one of their
own, a proud alumnus who is quick to wave
the UNLV flag wherever his travels take him
and just as quick to tell anyone willing to
listen how great the school’s 1990 national
champion men’s basketball team was
(because he witnessed that team firsthand
as a student).
Very few, however, know Fieri as the man
who is as passionate about paying it forward
as he is about finding the world’s tastiest
Cuban sandwich. Case in point: Last year,
Fieri spearheaded the Restaurant Employee
Relief Fund amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
With Fieri rallying support from more than
50 companies and organizations and 15,000
individual donors, more than $23.5 million
was raised to support 43,000 restaurant
workers across the nation who suffered
pandemic-related financial hardships.
The Restaurant Employee Relief Fund
sits atop a mountain of philanthropic
undertakings that Fieri launched or
supported over the years. A sampling of
others: He established Cooking With Kids,
which encourages children to eat healthy
and addresses childhood obesity; he’s
prepared and served meals to firefighters
and first responders combating California
wildfires; he’s a longtime supporter of the
Make-A-Wish Foundation (once earning the
organization’s top award); and as a guest
of the U.S Navy and in partnership with
Armed Forces Entertainment, he’s visited
military troops from the Persian Gulf to
Guantanamo Bay.
Then, of course, there’s his ongoing
engagement with his alma mater —
and particularly, the Harrah College of
Hospitality. In addition to financial gifts,
Fieri has shared his wisdom with students
in food-and-beverage classes; served as

an industry adviser for Hospitality College
administrators; and volunteered as a guest
speaker and/or host of various university
events. And because he champions UNLV
everywhere he turns, Fieri has turned
a national spotlight on the university,
resulting in countless students choosing to
attend his alma mater.
One of those students? His son, Hunter, a
2019 Hospitality College graduate.
And to think, it all started with a nudge
from Fieri’s father.
“I was attending a junior college in
Sacramento in the mid-1980s when my dad
called and told me about UNLV,” Fieri said.
“Right off the bat, I knew it was the school
for me. A hospitality school in the epicenter
of the world’s largest hospitality city? It had
to be the best. And it was — and still is.”

How did your experiences at UNLV
shape your life and career?
UNLV’s direct relationships with hotels,
restaurants, and casinos — along with having
access to great industry professionalsturned-professors like John Stefanelli
and Vince Eade — gave me immediate
contact, insight, and awareness of what was
happening throughout the industry.

As your celebrity has grown, so has
your support for and commitment to
UNLV. Can you explain the reason for
this boundless sense of duty that you
have for your alma mater?

Drawing from your experience, what
three things should every UNLV
hospitality student strive to have a
boundless supply of?
Experience, experience, and more
experience. Because inside all that
experience, you will acquire the skills and
talents you need to succeed, everything
from communication and problem-solving
abilities to learning about the importance of
teamwork, planning, and perseverance. So I
would say this to today’s students: Anytime
you’re given an opportunity to work in the
hospitality industry, take it — even if it’s not
in your direct area of interest.

If you could go back in time, what’s the
one piece of practical advice you would
give to your 20-year-old self?
Don’t be so eager to jump straight into
work — take a moment to consider pursuing
an advanced education, internships, and/or
training. Because once you get on the freight
train of business, it’s difficult to slow down
and gain some of the knowledge you wish
you had.

What does the phrase “Rebel spirit”
mean to you?
It means we adapt, we overcome, we
create, we inspire, and we never say never.
There’s only one city that truly embodies
“Rebel spirt” — it’s the one that goes 24/7, 365.

Giving back is how I was raised. UNLV
gave me so much in the way of education
and support, so it is my honor to reciprocate
that support back to the greatest hospitality
school in the country.

Describe the moment when being part
of the culinary world went from casual
interest to intense passion?
I never had a casual interest in the
culinary world. I’ve been cooking since I was
a little kid, and even then I knew I would grow
up to be a chef and own a restaurant. But
the next level was joining the Food Network,
which gave me the opportunity to help my
brothers and sisters in the restaurant world
achieve their goals.
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Homegrown
Hospitality Educator

Bobbie Barnes ‘93, ‘05 M.Ed., ‘13 Ph.D.
Associate Professor in Residence

2021 UNLV Outstanding Faculty Award

Alumni Association’s Faculty Member of the
Year Bobbie Barnes finds a way to say “yes”
to so many opportunities.

L

ike most students who earn high school
valedictorian honors, Bobbie Barnes was
wooed by colleges and universities across
the country. Yet none of them really stood
a chance of convincing her to sign on the dotted line.
“My dad was a stage tech, and my mom was an
ice skater and performer who worked at some of the
most iconic properties in Las Vegas,” said Barnes,
a Las Vegas native. “As a result, I grew up with a
fascination for the hospitality industry, particularly
casino resorts.”
So rather than pack up and move hundreds — if not
thousands — of miles away, Barnes decided to head a
few miles up the road and study hospitality at UNLV.
Thus began a trend that would see Barnes choose
her hometown university again and again and again.
After earning her Hotel Administration degree — and
receiving the Nevada Centennial Medallion, which is
given to the student who finishes the year with the
highest grade-point average — Barnes returned to
UNLV for her master’s degree.
Then, after a long and successful career in human
resources with The Mirage, Barnes returned to her
alma mater in 2007 with a dual purpose: pursue her
doctorate and join the university’s faculty. In the 14
years since, Barnes not only completed her Ph.D.
but also established herself as a deeply dedicated
and passionate faculty member who goes above and
beyond the call seemingly every day.
Among the numerous examples of her ongoing
service to UNLV outside of a lecture hall (where she
has taught 82 classes): Barnes is actively involved
in four Hospitality College and two university-wide
committees; served on the college’s Alumni Chapter
Board; helped develop its industry mentor and
peer mentor programs, as well as its new student
handbook; was the founding director of the college’s
Bob Boughner Career Center; was heavily involved in
planning and developing the Hospitality College’s new
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“I grew up with a
fascination for the
hospitality industry,
particularly
casino resorts.”

core curriculum; and has supported the design of four
online master courses.
Barnes’ service away from the UNLV campus is
equally as impressive and includes engagement
roles with Clark County School District schools and
leadership chair positions with the board of directors
for both the Governor’s Workforce Development and
the Future Business Leaders of America.

What’s the biggest personal or professional
challenge you’ve had to overcome?
My decision to leave The Mirage after 14 years to
work for UNLV. I had grown up at the property and
was worried I wouldn’t be successful working outside
of the professional hospitality industry, which can be
addictive. I worked at a fantastic, multifaceted casino
resort with 6,500 employees — every day was different
and challenging — and I was able to work for and
learn from incredible UNLV alumni, most notably Bill
McBeath, Scott Sibella, and Cyndi Kiser-Murphey. It
was a difficult decision to leave.

Over the years, you’ve exhibited a boundless commitment to UNLV and the community at
large through ongoing and highly impactful service. What has been your motivation?
JFK’s famous quote — “For of those to whom much is given, much is required” — has always
resonated with me. Not only do I feel so fortunate to be a member of UNLV’s faculty — to be able to
teach and provide support to our students — but as a Las Vegas native, I’m deeply committed to both
this wonderful city and this university. Service provides an avenue to do my part to make both entities
a little bit better.

What would you say to encourage current UNLV students to travel a similar path of service?
Don’t underestimate the reciprocal benefits, both personally and professionally. Whether attending
school, working in industry, or serving as a faculty member, taking the initiative and saying “yes” to
opportunities to contribute — whether it’s a work project or a service initiative within the community
— has helped me gain new skills and perspectives. Saying “yes” when others say “no” can be a defining
moment for a student.

If you could go back in time, what practical advice would you give to your 20-year-old self?
Believe in yourself, know your contributions, and celebrate your worth. Life goes fast, and it’s
important to leave a legacy (big or small), whether as a student, industry professional, faculty member,
or alumna.
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She serves as chair of the Dean’s Global Advisory Board for the College of Hospitality, is vicechair of The Animal Foundation’s board of directors, and keeps a home in Summerlin.
When Tanenbaum takes stock of her career path, she notes that there have been so many
important and influential mentors who have shaped her thinking — and more often than not,
these mentors have passed through UNLV halls at one time or another.

Working Her Way Westward

Hospitality Alumna of the Year came to Las Vegas
on a family vacation and never wanted to leave.

L

ike most teenagers who are first introduced to Las Vegas on a family vacation,
Rikki Tanenbaum was instantly mesmerized by the glitz and glamour of the Strip.
Unlike most of her peers, though, Tanenbaum’s fascination with the desert oasis didn’t fade away with the
neon lights in the rearview mirror.
Despite knowing very little about the city or the
hospitality industry, 15-year-old Tanenbaum returned
to her East Coast home and began envisioning a day
when she would live and work in Las Vegas. In fact,
she would regularly attempt to steer family vacations
back to Las Vegas.
“From that first visit, I never found anything else
that really appealed to me as much,” she said. “So
fast-forward to the end of college. When most of my
University of Pennsylvania friends were pursuing
careers in New York and Boston as investment bankers
and consultants, I kept pointing westward.”
She started work in Bellagio’s Human Resources
department and enrolled as a part-time graduate
student at the William F. Harrah College of Hospitality,
eventually completing her master’s degree in
hospitality administration online. She continued
with MGM Resorts in other roles while simultaneously
earning her MBA at Duke University. Tanenbaum went
on to work for Viejas Resort & Casino, Penn National
Gaming, and Caesars Entertainment in marketing
capacities, taking her to Southern California, the Deep
South, and the Midwest.
Tanenbaum came back to Las Vegas in 2015 when
she accepted a marketing position at Golden Nugget
Casinos. Three years later, she returned to tribal
gaming as chief marketing officer for San Manuel
Casino outside of Los Angeles. After a year, she
assumed responsibility for marketing and related
tasks for the tribal government, and in 2020, she was
named the organization’s chief operating officer.
While career opportunities have taken her away
from the city she fell in love with as a teenager,
Tanenbaum works to stay connected to Las Vegas.
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Rikki Tanenbaum ‘06 MHA
COO San Manuel Band of Mission Indians

2021 UNLV College of Hospitality
Alumna of the Year

What’s the biggest professional or personal challenge you’ve had to overcome, and
how did that experience shape you?
In my late 20s and much of my 30s, I moved around the country a lot, accepting new
assignments because they were learning opportunities or interesting work. A byproduct of
this was I overinvested in the job, and to a large degree let work define my identity. So when
a job for which I had relocated wasn’t a fit, I responded by working harder, not getting any
traction, working harder, still not getting traction — all of which undermined my confidence
and led to a level of self-doubt that was new for me.
Eventually I had the sense to quit — a tough decision, since I’m generally a musclethrough kind of gal — and in doing so realized I needed to become a more well-rounded
person with stuff I cared about outside of the job. In that moment, I also decided that if I
were ever in a role where I could help a well-intentioned person who was flailing, I would do
what I could to try to save them from a bit of torture, as a dear friend and mentor did for me.
From a personal perspective, I recently became a working mother when my son, Nicholas,
was born in May. I had never realized what a challenge it is to balance work and raise a family,
and I’ve quickly gained immeasurable respect for those who do; there are a lot of trade-offs,
and priority-setting is required. I’m still in the early stages of motherhood, but I hope it’s
shaping me into a more grounded, empathetic manager and human.

Drawing from personal experience, what three attributes should every gaming/
hospitality professional strive to have a boundless supply of?
My role today straddles gaming and hospitality with a variety of government work in
support of advancing a mission-driving Native sovereign nation. But I can tell you that the
attributes — whether in gaming/hospitality or government — apply across the board:
• Integrity: Do what you say you are going to do.
• A desire to serve others: To me, this means do the work for your stakeholders really,
really well — and do it with diligence and humility.
• Curiosity: Understand the why behind the what. Ask questions and never stop
listening.

What has motivated your continued connection to the Hospitality College through
philanthropic contributions as well as past and current service on various boards?
The College of Hospitality is a crown jewel of UNLV, and I believe UNLV is fundamentally
important to the sustainable growth and diversification of the industry. If I can be useful in
serving, I’m grateful to do so.

If you could go back in time, what one piece of practical advice would you give to
your 20-year-old self?
Patience, young grasshopper. In the past 20 years, I’ve refined my skill at strategically
doing nothing on certain matters; and it turns out a lot can work itself out if you
don’t overheat. This isn’t to be mistaken for complacency or indifference; it’s simply an
acknowledgment that certain things take time.
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LEAVE
YOUR
MARK

on the World’s Top
Hospitality Program

ALUMNI AND FRIENDS, THERE’S MORE THAN
ONE WAY TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
You can buy a paver engraved with a personalized message for generations
of Hospitality Hall visitors to see by visiting unlv.edu/hospitality/paver.

Checking In

You can also help preserve the Red Coat tradition by purchasing a red chef’s jacket
customized with your name and the college’s logo.
Find out how at engage.unlv.edu/redcoat.

TREN DS, I N NOVATIONS
& STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Show your Rebel Pride! Leave your mark today!

The Hotel of the Future is Here p.35
by Angela Ramsey
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Coming Soon to
a Hotel Near You

The Hotel
of the Future
Is Here

PÜRLIN recyclable sheets are
melted at over 500 degrees to
destroy potential contaminants
and then made into threads that
are woven into new sheets. The
process creates a sheet that is
hypoallergenic, pH balanced,
and chemical free. The company
started out as a solution for
water conservation but has
evolved to include COVID safety
in its mission.

Housekeeping robots and meltable bedsheets are no longer the stuff
of sci-fi. Here’s how UNLV and industry partners are helping to steady
a shaken hospitality industry through innovative product development.
By Angela Ramsey

A

fter a long day of traveling, sightseeing, or business meetings, hotel guests
want nothing more than to rest their
belongings — and their heads — in a
clean room. Never has this expectation been more
pronounced than in the post-pandemic world where
“clean” just doesn’t seem clean enough.
Hotel operators are responding to their customers’
heightened sense of health-and-hygiene by calling
for more effective, efficient ways to approach
housekeeping and guest safety.
Heeding the call, a slew of innovative companies
are coming forward with new concepts and products
that promise more sustainability, less person-toperson contact, and, yes, a new level of “clean.”
But in the competitive hospitality market, how do
these innovations actually make it to your hotel room?

UNLV helps the
innovation process
As part of its mission to bring the ‘Hotel of the
Future” to life, Black Fire Innovation is championing
the product-to-market process by serving as
an incubator for emerging technologies and
solutions that support the gaming, hospitality, and
entertainment industries. Black Fire partners UNLV
and Caesars Entertainment created a replica resort
so that innovators can test and then showcase their
concepts to potential buyers in a realistic setting.
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“Black Fire is a great networking platform for businesses
that are looking for the next big thing and for producers, like
us, who are hopefully creating the next big thing,” said Eric
Eisenberg, VP of Hospitality for PÜRLIN – a Florida-based
startup that is demoing its recyclable bedsheets in one of
Black Fire’s hotel innovation rooms.
An alumnus of the Harrah College of Hospitality,
Eisenberg uses his background in hotel operations to
communicate the merits of PÜRLIN’s “single guest use”
sheets, which are recycled through an eco-friendly melting
and regeneration process.
Black Fire’s industry pull and showcasing power give
producers like Eisenberg an edge.
“When folks come into the innovation rooms at Black
Fire and touch the sheets, they say ‘this can’t be real! These
are so soft,’” said Eisenberg, who maintains a workspace at
Black Fire. “But I’m right there and I can talk them through
the process on the spot. This saves about 50 steps.”
A hub for product research, Black Fire uses its resources
to take on some of industry’s biggest questions and
challenges. One of its testing projects, Rosie, is a highefficiency housekeeping robot developed by Texas robotics
company Maidbot. Created for big commercial operations

like hotels and resorts, the Rosie automated cleaning system is
purported to save time and reduce risks associated with personto-person contact and worker injuries.
Maidbot founder and CEO Micah Green says his team has been
collaborating with Black Fire Executive Director Robert Rippee to
study how artificial intelligence can be successfully integrated
into the hospitality space.
“Hospitality has always been so much about human
interaction,” said Green. “Dr. Rippee saw the opportunity to look
at the human/robot relationship in the hospitality environment
so the industry can figure out how to bridge this kind of
interaction – looking at how you write the rules for this kind of
interaction, how you operationalize it.”

Collaboration empowers ingenuity
On top of the visibility generated at Black Fire Innovation,
Maidbot and PÜRLIN got a major boost in 2020 with the Lee
School Prize for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. They were
two out of eight winners of the $1 million prize, established by
the Ted and Doris Lee Family Foundation in partnership with
the UNLV Troesh Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
at Lee Business School. The prize was created to hasten the
development of products aiming to curb some of the devastating
impacts of COVID-19 on the hospitality industry.

Eric Eisenberg ‘95,
VP of Hospitality for PÜRLIN

“Hospitality is such an
unknown field for the
traditional investor,
... it can be tough to
raise capital.”
- Maidbot founder and CEO Micah Green
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Amanda Belarmino
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Assistant Professor
Harrah College of Hospitality

Not Your Parents’
Vacuum
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What impact do you hope your
research has?
Part of the goal with research is to bring
information into the classroom for students.
I also look for trends that are not only
interesting for publication but are also
helpful for the industry to use to move
forward.

Maidbot promotes their automated
housekeeper, Rosie, as more
durable, powerful, hygienic, and
long-lasting than other automated
cleaning systems. With built-in
AI, Rosie “learns” to clean more
efficiently as she works. Founded
in 2015, Maidbot has deployed its
Rosie system in several hotel brands
throughout the country.

Recognizing the pandemic as a wake-up call for the industry
and a call to action for problem solvers like Maidbot and PÜRLIN,
the Lee Prize set out to remove some of the barriers associated
with launching a business, allowing emerging companies to lean
in to opportunities.
“Hospitality is such an unknown field for the traditional
investor,” Green said. “With that, it can be tough to raise capital.
The Lee Prize helped us with resources, but we also got some
great feedback from some really interesting people through the
process. It opened the door to some great connections.”
In addition to renowned industry experts, like Wolfgang
Puck, Mark Davis, and Bill Hornbuckle, the Lee Prize Committee
included judges from UNLV’s Business, Science, Engineering and
Hospitality units. Campus/community partnerships like this help
promote a culture of innovation at UNLV, placing students at the
forefront.
“COVID-19 has taught us that we have to be ready to adapt
to sudden shifts in the industry and customer expectations,”
said Stowe Shoemaker, dean of the UNLV Harrah College of
Hospitality and Lee Prize judge. “What works today may not work
tomorrow, so we want to encourage our students to be nimble
and revolutionary in their thinking.”
With the support of community partners like the Lee family
and Caesars Entertainment, UNLV is priming students to drive
real change in the world – even if it happens one hotel room at
a time.

FAC ULTY SP OTL IGHT

Faculty
Spotlight
About the Lee Prize
Trustees Greg and Ernest Lee of the Ted and Doris Lee Family
Foundation created the Lee School Prize for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship in collaboration with the Lee Business
School at UNLV. The Lee Prize Committee reviewed more than
250 submissions from 32 states and nine countries. Multiple
prizes were awarded as investments totaling $1 million to
speed entrepreneurs in the development of innovations
necessary to rapidly address the urgent problems facing the
hospitality, entertainment, or travel industries resulting from
COVID-19.
About Black Fire Innovation
Black Fire Innovation is a unique public-private partnership
between the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), one
of the nation’s top research institutions, and Caesars
Entertainment, Inc., the largest casino-entertainment
company in the U.S. and one of the world’s most diversified
casino-entertainment providers. As the flagship tenant in
UNLV’s Harry Reid Research & Technology Park in Las Vegas,
Black Fire Innovation encompasses a 43,000-square-foot
innovation space – designed to offer students, entrepreneurs,
and private industry partners opportunities to accelerate new
ideas that drive the hospitality industry and Las Vegas community forward. Learn more at blackfireinnovation.com.

The hospitality professor talks bringing buffets back to the Strip,
the ‘aha!’ moment for students, and appearing on ‘Jeopardy!’
by Caitlyn Lopez

A

year after COVID-19 pumped the brakes on tourism worldwide,
the hospitality industry is moving toward a rebound. But the
road to recovery has been especially complicated for major
tourist destinations like Las Vegas.

Luckily, UNLV hospitality professors like Amanda Belarmino are using
their expertise to help the industry, students, and the general public
understand shifting customer expectations and industry practices in the
post-pandemic world.
Belarmino recently was featured in dozens of local and national interviews,
commenting on subjects ranging from buffets to mask protocols and industry
innovation to the hiring boom. Her media presence demonstrates how both
the William F. Harrah College of Hospitality and UNLV are shaping the world’s
understanding of the coronavirus’ impact on tourism while at the same time
helping the industry move forward.

Tell us about your research.
I research how cultural and social changes impact strategic management
and pricing. I put a lot of focus on revenue management and what influences
consumers’ willingness to pay. I like fun things, so I look at things like Airbnb
and literary tourism. One of my doctorate students did his dissertation on
what impacts people’s willingness to pay for casino buffets, and because of
that, I got a lot of media interviews. I think it helped save buffets during this
pandemic – I don’t take all the credit, but I think the research showed the
importance of buffets to the city’s identity.

How did you transition from industry
to academia?
When I trained new employees, I enjoyed
watching their reactions when they
understood a concept, and I wanted to do
more of that. I never thought I would be
teaching, but I’m really glad I am. When you
work in the industry, sometimes people are
great, but they’re not well-suited for the job
they’re in. Working with students, you can
always find a way to reach them and help
them find their way.

What is something that surprised you
about UNLV?
Being able to teach in a state-of-theart facility is amazing. We sometimes
underestimate the impact that architecture
and lighting have, but it can really invigorate
your students. There’s an energy in
Hospitality Hall that you don’t feel anywhere
else on campus.

Tell us a surprising fact about yourself.
I was on Jeopardy! in 2006. I came in third,
but I was still on Jeopardy!
They had a whole category on religion in
corporations. Who prepares for that? They
also had some biology questions, and one of
the other contestants was a biology teacher.
Then they wanted us all to be the same
height, so they made me stand on a box,
and I was so afraid I was going to fall off. I
didn’t though.

What is some advice you’d give to
hospitality students?
The future of our industry is bright, and we’re
going to have a great recovery, but take full
advantage of this time to be flexible. Perhaps
you don’t end up in your first career choice,
but you can still have a very rewarding and
successful career by being open to new
ideas and opportunities.
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Leah Im and Jerrell Parrish: 2022 PGA WORKS Golf
Management University Scholarship recipients

A Culture
of Excellence
From pop-up mixers to
educational panels,
Hospitality College faculty,
students, and alumni are
busy striving for greatness
and making it look easy

“I am a first-generation college
student who came from two
immigrant parents. So they are
vicariously living the American
dream through me. To be able to
come home and make them proud,
saying ‘I’m going to college debtfree,’ is super gratifying.”
— Crystal Triguero, recipient of the
Ogletree Deakins Scholarship

Redefining the Industry
UNLV Hospitality College students
Leah Im and Jerrell Parrish were among 10
national recipients of the 2021-2022 PGA
WORKS Golf Management University
Scholarship. These $8,000 scholarships
are designed to spur the recruitment and
retention of talented, diverse students
into PGA Golf Management University
Programs nationwide.

Outshining the Competition
The Harrah College of Hospitality earned
gold at the ninth annual Education Digital
Marketing Awards for its first all-digital
publication of Premier Magazine. UNLV
creative director Craig Granger and the
Hospitality College communication team,
Angela Ramsey and Caitlyn Lopez, worked
together to produce the 2021 digital issue.

Being the First
In honor of UNLV’s 2021 First Generation
Celebration Week, National Society of
Minorities in Hospitality (NSMH) students
hosted a First-Generation Workplace
Discussion Panel on November 9, 2021.
First-generation hospitality alumni shared
tips and tricks for succeeding in the
workplace, networking, job and internship
search strategies, and more. NSMH chapter
president Elaine Chu moderated.
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These $8,000 scholarships
are designed to spur the
recruitment and retention
of talented, diverse students.

THE THING ABOUT
SCHOLARSHIPS...

Creating Unique Engagement Opportunities
Alumni, students, and college staff kicked off the 2021 holiday
season with a pop-up mixer at The Cosmopolitan’s Chandelier Bar.
The event, hosted by the Hospitality Alumni Chapter Board, was
followed by an ice-skating social at The Cosmopolitan’s Winter
Wonderland, with complimentary ice skating and hot chocolate.

Advancing the Discipline
Associate Professor Mehmet Erdem was named associate
editor of the Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Technology.
The journal aims to serve as a bridge between academia and
industry through the intellectual exchange of ideas, trends, and
paradigmatic changes in the fields of hospitality and tourism, IT,
innovation, and e-business.

For countless young people, a scholarship is
the difference between going to
college and not going.
Let a student know they are closer to their
dreams than they think. Give to a Hospitality
College scholarship today!
Learn how you can contribute at
unlv.edu/hospitality/support-the-college
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IN GOOD TASTE

Program Highlights to Date:
Turkish Taste
As part of the agreement with the Aegean
Exporters’ Associations, the college has cohosted an online and in-person series known as
the Turkish Taste Competition. The event features
top chefs from Las Vegas demonstrating their
cooking skills by using ingredients from Turkey.
The competition was the first of its kind within
the scope of a four-year joint project between
the Hospitality College, the Vegas Food Project,
and the School of Applied Management Sciences’
Gastronomy and Culinary Arts Department at
Izmir University.

Greek Delights

IN GO O D TASTE

Flavors From Around the World
International collaborations bring new dimension
to the Hospitality College’s culture and cuisine program
By Angela Ramsey

T

he Hospitality College launched unique cooperative initiatives with two key international nonprofit organizations in 2021, with a specific goal in mind: Help students expand their perspectives on the global food and beverage (F&B) industry.
Collaborations with the Aegean Exporters’ Association (under the Turkish
Ministry of Trade and Turkish Exporters Assembly) and the National Hellenic Society are a perfect
complement to the college’s FAB 333 course, which explores the history, culture, and cuisine
of select countries throughout the world. Through interactive components such as cooking
demonstrations, classroom speakers, and food tastings, students get a truly immersive classroom
experience — all with an international flavor.
“The course is designed to bring new flavors and cultural awareness to students,” said Joseph
Lema, chair of the college’s F&B and Events Department. “With the support of these amazing
organizations, our professors can acccess content that speaks to the huge influence of Turkish and
Greek cuisine on the culinary world and on tourism throughout the Mediterranean region.”
Known for building academic programs centered on international topics, Lema understands
how these international cooperations help students better understand the business side of
international food and beverage. This includes everything from purchasing, distribution, and food
sourcing to regulations and tourism in the global marketplace.
“Learning how to be a savvy hospitality professional while at the same time being a responsible
citizen of the world — that’s what we hope to instill here at the College of Hospitality,” Lema said.

Chef Noe Banuelos
(Resorts World)
prepares his
winning dish in the
Hospitality Hall
kitchen.

The National Hellenic Society introduced a
Culinary Legacy Fund to promote Hellenic
heritage, culture, and cuisine to students at the
Harrah College of Hospitality. The Fund’s initial
program — the NHS Epicurean Workshop Series
— featured Master Chef Diane Kochilas, star of
My Greek Table, who taught hospitality students
about wellness and other benefits associated
with Greek Food. The college then hosted the
2021 Heritage Weekend Lunch at Hospitality Hall.

PAN SEARED BRANZI NO WITH
ROASTED PEPPER SAUCE
T U R K I S H TAST E A W A R D - W I N N I N G R EC I P E BY
C H E F N O E BA N U E LO S F R O M R ES O R TS W O R LD

- Branzino 6 to 7 ounce (pan seared)
- 3 oz bulgur wheat (cooked)
- 3 oz red quinoa (cooked)
- 2 bay leaves
- 2 oz mini sweet peppers
- .25 oz chopped cilantro
Sauce: Red Pepper Sauce
- 1 oz tomato paste
- 2 oz diced onions
- 1 oz minced garlic
- 4 oz roasted bell peppers
- 2 oz dried apricots
Sautee items first. Then, blend them all until the
texture is smooth. Finish with some butter.
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WH AT ’S NEW IN RESEA RCH

ARE C ASINOS MAKING THE RIGHT B ET?

Are
Casinos
Making
the Right
Bet When
It Comes
to Slots?

With slot machines producing the bulk of profits in most of the world’s casinos, gaming
managers make it their business to keep slot players happy. So how do they prevent
customers who are losing from walking away?
A common strategy is to lower what’s called the “house edge,” which is the casino’s advantage when looking
at the long-term difference between how much was wagered versus how much was paid out. The idea is that if
you play a slot machine with a 5 percent house advantage, for example, you can expect to play for twice as long
as a game with a 10 percent house advantage, right?
Not so, according to a new study from UNLV professors Anthony Lucas and A.K Singh, who found that
even when the house advantage was more than doubled, no statistical difference in the number of spins was
observed for the individual gambler.
Using an approach that simulated 100 years of weekly play, the researchers analyzed the outcomes
produced by reel slot machines with hidden, yet different, house edges, under identical wagering rules. The
results showed a remarkably similar number of spins on the games, despite big differences in the house edge.
Although it is the first study to use this specific approach, it is the seventh in a series of studies by UNLV
researchers confirming this general conclusion.
The bad news for casinos is that conventional thinking on how the house edge affects the slot player’s
experience is likely costing them money.
“If individual players don’t see results from their play that allow them to detect differences in the house
edge, there is an opportunity for gaming operators to keep a greater portion of the wagers,” Lucas said. “Even
subtle changes in the frequency of big jackpots can make important contributions to overall slot revenue.”

The bad news for casinos is
that conventional thinking on
how the house edge affects the
slot player’s experience is
likely costing them money.
Changing Entrenched Casino Practices
UNLV professor Anthony Lucas

UNLV researchers
discover that a
common strategy
to increase play time
on slot machines
simply doesn’t
add up
By Angela Ramsey

So why are casinos leaving money on the table? Though the prospect
of increasing casino revenue should spark interest from operators, game
makers, regulators, and legislators alike, switching long-standing operating
and marketing tactics is a hard sell in the casino business.
“Change is understandably difficult for all of us in this business when
you’re up against decades of firmly entrenched explanations of how slot
machines work,” Lucas said. “As a result, it’s going to take some time for any
new thinking on the subject to gain traction.”
Lucas says market forces will ultimately jumpstart the process. With the
global proliferation of casinos and a new generation of games hitting the
market, savvy gamblers are becoming more interested in the nuances of their
gaming experience, looking for a better return on their bets. Though change
doesn’t come easily, this trend may force some casino operators and game
makers to revisit their understanding of how game mechanics affect the
individual gambler’s experience.
Lucas and Singh’s article “The house edge and play time: Do industry
heuristics fairly describe this relationship?” is published in the UNLV Gaming
Research & Review Journal (2021).

UNLV professor A. K. Singh
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WH AT ’S NEW IN RESEA RCH

C OL L EGE EXP ERTS

College Experts Tackle
Big Industry Questions

Gaming and Live Streaming
Streaming services such as Twitch and YouTube Live are now a significant
part of popular entertainment. This article explores these services’ live gambling
streams, breaking down the important ethical and regulatory concerns that are
being raised in relation to this space.
“Gambling live streams on Twitch: What are they and why do they matter?”
published in September 2021 in The Conversation. (Authors: Brett Abarbanel, Mark
Johnson, Luke Clark, and Dimitrios Avramidis.)

Hospitality College faculty are teaming up with researchers
from across academia to address real challenges affecting
the international hospitality industry. Here are a few of
the research topics that made their way into journals
this past year.

Smoking Bans
in Casinos
The number of countries and cities implementing
smoking bans has risen significantly in recent
years. Though casinos still have an exemption in
most areas, calls for smoking bans are increasing,
particularly in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. This study evaluates the long-term
effects of a smoking ban in Kangwon Land Casino
in South Korea
“The Impacts of a Smoking Ban on Gaming
Volume in a South Korea Casino,” published
in December 2021 in The Journal of Gaming
Business and Economics. (Authors: Sojeong Lee,
Toni Repetti, Ashok Singh, and Bo Bernhard.)

Seniors and Travel
As life expectancy increases, the senior tourism market continues to grow,
making this age demographic more and more important to hospitality providers.
Applying theoretical principles, the researchers seek to better understand senior
tourist behavior, particularly the value that is placed upon social interaction and
its effect on life satisfaction.
“Enhancing the quality of life of senior tourists: a theoretical perspective,”
published in November 2021 in An International Journal of Tourism and Hospitality
Research. (Authors: Hyelin Kim, M. Joseph Sirgy, Muzaffer Uysal, and Sung-Eun Kim.)

Pandemic

Gen Z Employees and the

The hotel industry is facing a significant labor shortage. This study
investigates how the industry draws in the Gen Z workforce through
corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities during COVID-19. Using
data from 407 online surveys, this report develops a framework based
on social capital theory.
“How the Hotel Industry Attracts Generation Z Employees: An
Application of Social Capital Theory,” published in October 2021 in
the Journal of Hospitality and Tourism. (Authors: Huiying Zhang, Xi Yu
Leung, and Jie Sun.)
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Cuisine in Tourism
How does experiencing ethnic cuisine shape our feelings about the food’s
country of origin? Results from this study explore whether or not a cuisine’s
image affects both the country’s image and tourists’ intention to visit a country.
Data were collected using online and face-to-face surveys from 445 participants
experiencing Turkish cuisine in the United Kingdom.
“Examining the Role of Country Image in the Relationship Between Cuisine
Image and Intention to Visit a Country,” published in September 2021 in the
International Journal of Tourism Research. (Authors: Bayram Zafer Erdogan,
Seyhmus Baloglu, and Bulent Aydin.)

COVID-19 and the Hotel Industry
It’s no secret the hotel industry took a major hit during the pandemic. In this
study, researchers use occupancy rates and room revenue data to evaluate the
magnitude of the impact across hotel segments, including economy-scale, luxuryscale, chain-managed, and franchise properties.
“Quantifying the Economic Impact of COVID-19 on the U.S. Hotel Industry:
Examination of Hotel Segments and Operational Structures,” published in August
2021 in Tourism Management Perspectives. (Authors: Ozgur Ozdemir, Murat Kizildag,
Tarik Dogru, Makarand Mody, and Courtney Suess.)

Sustainable Construction in Hospitality
This report identifies opportunities and challenges related to implementing
sustainable modular construction techniques in a hospitality environment. Not
only can modular construction techniques significantly improve project costs,
scheduling, and quality, but they can reduce site disruption and waste.
“Construction Stakeholders’ Perceived Benefits and Barriers for EnvironmentFriendly Modular Construction in a Hospitality Centric Environment,” published in
August 2021 in the International Journal of Industrialized Construction. (Authors:
Jin Ouk Choi, Shreyansh Paliwal, James Bristow, Seungtaek Lee, and Hyun
Kyung Chatfield.)

Virtual Reality in Hotels
In this study, researchers analyze the role virtual reality (VR) plays in the hotel
selection process and customers’ willingness to pay more for a hotel if VR is
available. More specifically, the research looks at how factors like social influence
and utilitarian motivation affect the perceived value of VR.
“Revisiting the Impact of VR Applications on Hotel Bookings,” published in July
2021 in the Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Technology. (Authors: Sungsik Yoon,
Mehmet Erdem, Markus Schuckert, Patrick C. Lee.)
Find links to the full articles and more at unlv.edu/hospitality/research.
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GIVING BACK

PAL L ADIUM DONORS

Giving
Back

Andrew and Peggy Cherng
celebrate at the 2021 UNLV
Foundation Dinner

Palladium Donors Recognized
at 2021 Foundation Dinner
by Angela Ramsey
The UNLV community celebrated major donors, including the San
Manuel Band of Mission Indians and Andrew and Peggy Cherng, after a
year-long delay in festivities.
Palladium Award recipients from 2020 and 2021 came together at the
Bellagio on October 12, 2021, for the UNLV Foundation Annual Dinner,
paused in 2020 due to COVID-19. The honorees join more than 130 other
members of the Palladium Society, established by the UNLV Foundation
more than 25 years ago to recognize its most loyal and generous donors.
Hospitality College donors Andrew and Peggy Cherng and the San
Manuel Band of Mission Indians, who received the award in 2020, were
among those recognized at the 2021 dinner. Through these donors’
steadfast support, the Harrah College of Hospitality is building oneof-a-kind academic programs — distinguishing UNLV from other
institutions and creating unique opportunities for our students, the
future leaders of the industry.

San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
In spring 2020, the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians reached an
historic agreement with UNLV and committed $9 million to support
course development, faculty, and programs at both the William F.
Harrah College of Hospitality and the William S. Boyd School of Law.
The gift positions UNLV as a world leader in education and innovation
related to tribal gaming operations, law, and economic development.

Andrew and Peggy Cherng
In September 2020, the Harrah College of Hospitality received a $5
million gift from Panda Express co-founders Andrew and Peggy Cherng.
The gift supports the development of a new program in the rapidly
growing field of fast-casual dining. In recognition of the Cherng’s
generosity, the Andrew and Peggy Cherng Deanship was established in
perpetuity at the college. Dean Stowe Shoemaker is the first to hold
its title.
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C O MMUNITY MATTERS

C OMMUNITY MATTERS

Community
Matters
Cooking Up Smiles
As part of the Chefs for Kids
project, Hospitality College student
volunteers recently joined Hospitality
College Executive Chef Mark Sandoval
and his catering team to serve
Booker Elementary School students
a nutritious breakfast. Chef Mark
serves on the Chefs for Kids’ board
of directors. The organization feeds
about 10,000 local students per year.

One Book
at a Time

‘Opportunity’ Is
on the MENU

The Harrah College of Hospitality
was out in full force for UNLV’s
Fall Service Day. Ten Hospitality
faculty and staff members joined
other UNLV representatives to help
Spread the Word Nevada – a local
nonprofit dedicated to advancing
childhood literacy within low-income
communities throughout Nevada.
Volunteers cleaned and repaired
books, then divided them into boxes
for their monthly distribution. A big
thank you goes to all of the great
people at Spread the Word!

Hospitality College representatives were
among more than 1,000 guests attending
the M.E.N.U.S. 2021: Glitz & Glam of Vintage
Vegas at Virgin Hotels Las Vegas. The
Epicurean Charitable Foundation hosts
its signature M.E.N.U.S. event to raise
money for deserving local students who
are passionate about a career in hospitality
or culinary arts. Each year, the Harrah
College of Hospitality welcomes between
four and 12 ECF scholarship students into
its undergraduate degree program. The
scholarship covers all tuition and fees.

Sparking Culinary
Creativity

Celebrating Diversity
Hospitality students Darian Fluker, Jaimi
Garlington, and Jerrell Parrish – along with faculty
members Lateka Grays and Finley Controne –
joined President Keith Whitfield and other UNLV
dignitaries at the Las Vegas NAACP 2021 Freedom
Fund Gala at the Paris Las Vegas. The Las Vegas
NAACP provides scholarships for students,
offers informative community-based events, and
recognizes outstanding community members.
We are so proud of our student leaders!
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Hospitality College Chefs Christopher
Lindsay and Murray Mackenzie
recently provided a group of
Girl Scout Cadettes a lesson
in culinary arts. The chefs
took
the
middle-school-aged
Cadettes through their “Trailblazing”
badge process, which required
them to make two different chicken
dishes. With the help of Lindsay and
Mackenzie, the girls went above and
beyond, creating three scrumptious
dishes: chicken soup, chicken
parmesan, and bacon-wrapped
chicken thighs. Bon appetit!
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Hospitality Management students
are working with instructors
like Chef Mark Sandoval to change
the way restaurants approach
food sourcing — bringing
sustainability to the forefront.
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